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Imagine what today can bring.
Celebrate your individuality with colors that have a personal meaning. 

Do you feel connected to the nostalgia of simpler times? Are you 

energized by the ever-advancing technology that drives our urban 

landscapes? Or does your soul wander the globe even when you can’t 

leave home? Within each of the following collections, you have an 

opportunity to create a feeling founded in self-expression. 

Take a journey inward and embrace your passion for Today’s Colors.

There are endless ways to express yourself with Today’s Colors.  
Visit the Color Visualizer at sherwin-williams.com to apply colors found 
in this collection to an existing room scene or a photo of your room.



Elegant. Tailored. Understated. True luxury doesn’t shout its presence with glitz, glamour and bling. It whispers, revealing its pedigree 

through clean, classic lines, exquisite tailoring and handcrafted heirloom quality. Pared down is the new upscale, and its color palette demonstrates 

similar restraint, filled with understated neutrals, yet with nuances and undertones that interact in intriguing ways. Layering, organic textures and 

subtle detailing add to the natural elegance of this timeless look.
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Purely Refined

SW 6032 Dutch Cocoa

SW 6242 Bracing Blue

SW 6164 Svelte Sage

SW 6414 Rice Paddy SW 0055 Light French Gray

SW 0021 Queen Anne Lilac

SW 6239 Upward

SW 0050 Classic Light Buff

SW 0012 Empire Gold

SW 7674 Peppercorn
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Experimental. Artsy. Expressive. The city never sleeps. Neither do its colors. These high-energy hues vibrate with spontaneity and rebellion. 

Neon-bright, graffiti-bold and digitally enhanced to 3-D luminosity, they’re the colors of technology, of avant-garde art and of the entrepreneurial spirit  

that celebrates shaking off dull routine to do what you love. The eclectic global influences range from the Cynical Realism art movement of urban  

China to the Carnaval spirit of Rio de Janeiro, host of the 2016 Summer Olympics. Anything goes, and self-expression is the new metropolitan mantra.

SW 7589 Habanero Chile

SW 6938 Synergy

SW 6947 Tempo Teal

SW 6711 Parakeet

SW 6445 Garden Grove

SW 6963 Sapphire

SW 6800 Something Blue

SW 6696 Quilt Gold

SW 7664 Steely Gray

SW 7036 Accessible Beige



Fabric by Larry Laslo Designs for Robert Allen.  
Shown: “Quintessence” in Amethyst.



Sultry. Exotic. Primal. Thanks to the Internet, everyone now has a passport to wander the world, soaking up its flavors, images and colors, 

and stirring them into an eclectic global design stew. Morocco and Turkey are making their presence felt, but there’s no need to stop there. Today’s 

adventurers feel free to sample from anywhere and everywhere, pairing Persian paisleys with exotic animal skins and Indonesian batiks. Colors, too, 

wander all over the palette: from dusky darks, to hot, vibrant pinks and reds, to earthy food-influenced hues that evoke eggplants and cabbages.
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SW 6865 Gypsy RedSW 6395 Alchemy

SW 6300 Burgundy

SW 6551 Purple Passage

SW 7602 Indigo Batik

SW 6166 Eclipse

SW 6109 Hopsack

SW 6840 Exuberant Pink



Fabric by Larry Laslo Designs for Robert Allen.  
Shown: “Kasai Cloth” in Cerulean.



Fresh. Airy. Sentimental. Hard times call for soft colors: the hint of green in a spring leaf bud, the chalky blush of a seashell, the time-

etched beauty of a vintage fabric or photograph. Fashion has turned a romantic, nostalgic corner, bringing pastels and parchment-pale neutrals back 

into the palette. The hues are delicate without being sweet —  subdued, without being shy. They reflect not just a yearning for youthful innocence and 

gentler times, but also a refreshing honesty and lack of pretension that are thoroughly modern.
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SW 7743 Mountain Road

SW 7509 Tiki Hut 

SW 6442 Supreme Green

SW 6353 Chivalry Copper

SW 0073 Chartreuse

SW 6086 Sand Dune

SW 6121 Whole Wheat

SW 6463 Breaktime



Faucets by Moen Incorporated. 
Shown: Arbor™ in Oil Rubbed Bronze finish.
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